
Nihondaira: A Hill With A View

By Claire Scott

Fuji. You’ve seen pictures. You’ve bought postcards. You may have even met the mascot,
Shizuoka’s very own and beloved Fujippi! Now where better to see the real thing than from the
spot voted nationally as the country’s number one viewpoint? That’s number one of everything in
Japan, and it’s right here in Shizuoka! Getting to Nihondaira couldn’t be easier – simply hop on
the direct bus from the north exit of JR Shizuoka station. A 45 minute ride will take you to the top
of the plateau, where a multitude of activities awaits.
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Nihondaira Zoo

This is one of the most popular zoos in Japan, and home to 123 different animal species. Being
nestled in the foliage of the hill lends it a distinctly natural feel. There are facilities to suit everyone –
the petting zoo makes it  a great choice for families, while the Reptile House should keep those
with an adventurous streak happy. See the red panda, polar bear or penguins before you head on
up the hill!

• Bus stop: Dobutsuen Iriguchi (35mins.)

• Tickets: Adults – ¥600, Children – Free.

• Open: 09:00-16:30 Tuesday – Sunday (closed on Mondays, or the following weekday if a
national holiday falls on a Monday.) Closed annually for New Year from 29th December – 1st
January.

• Car parking: ¥600

 

SPAC (Shizuoka Performing Arts Centre)

A further ten minute ride brings a treat for theatre lovers. The view of Fuji may be Nihondaira’s top
draw but it’s also a beautiful spot for the open-air amphitheatres of SPAC, lodged into the
mountainside surrounded by lush greenery. SPAC holds regular performances, including an
annual festival featuring international productions, but even on a quiet day it’s worth stopping by
for a peaceful walk in their park. Check their website for an events schedule.

• Bus stop: Performing Arts Park (40mins)

 



 

 

Nihondaira Hotel and Tea Hall

Next up is Nihondaira Hotel, a night in which will set you back anything from ¥15,000 for a
standard twin/double to ¥40,000 for a traditional Japanese room. Guests can enjoy panoramic
night views but all are welcome to drop in for a spot of tea or to dine at the terrace restaurant. If
you prefer to brew your own cup then at this stop you will also find the Tea Hall where you can
buy local teas (did we mention Shizuoka is Japan’s most avid producer of green tea?) or, better
still, get out in the fields and pick some yourself! Reservations are required for picking so, if you
don’t speak Japanese, ask a friend or someone at your accommodation to call ahead so you can
enjoy this thoroughly Shizuokan experience.

• Bus stop: Nihondaira Hotel (45mins)

• Tea picking: ¥500

• Reservations: 054 334 1391

 

Kunozan Toshugu Shrine.
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Shrine, Ropeway and Viewpoint

No day at Nihondaira would be complete without a visit to the Kunozan Toshogu shrine, the
mausoleum of Tokugawa Ieyasa (1543-1616), revered for pulling Japan out of civil war. If the
name Toshogu rings a bell that’s because there is a series of these shrines across Japan,
Shizuoka’s Kunozan being second only to Nikko’s.

The ropeway station is the penultimate stop on the bus line, where you can buy a ticket to
transport you across the gorge to Mount Kunozan. On a sunny day the shrine is a beautiful spot
for photographers, beginning with the ropeway ride and its stunning vista of Shizuoka’s Pacific
coastline. The five minute ride takes you directly to the shrine entrance, where you’ll find a huge
torii (shrine gate) leading through to the mausoleum itself, a board filled with hanging ema (visitors’
wishes on wooden plaques) and a small garden.

Half an hour is enough to see everything but spending longer at your own pace will allow you to
hunt out all those hidden details that Japan so prides itself on. Where Nikko’s Toshogu shrine is
dominant, imposing and often swarming with crowds, Shizuoka’s is tranquil and serene, the
isolated location embraced to create a meditative environment in which visitors can contemplate
its significance. Ropeway cars go back and forth every 15 minutes, but you can peruse the
ropeway station shop as you wait.

 

Kunozan Toshugu Shrine.
Photo by Claire Scott
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There is a variety of sweet treats or why not sample some ebi dango (shrimp meatballs). Our
advice? Get yourself some soft cream and, following the path from the back of the car park, take
it up to the observation tower to round off your day with the stunning panorama that is unrivalled
anywhere else in Japan. We hand it over it to you to go and see for yourself.

• Bus stop: Nihondaira Ropeway

• Car parking: Free

• Ropeway tickets: Adults – ¥550 one way/¥1000 return, Children – ¥280 oneway/¥580 return.

• Ropeway times: 09:10-16:15 (17:15 from April to October)

• Shrine entry: ¥500

 

Ropeway station stalls. Photo by Claire Scott.—
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Top Tips

� If taking public transport head out early to guarantee yourself plenty of time – the last bus back
down to Shizuoka departs from the Ropeway station at 16:05 on weekdays and 17:24 at
weekends.

� If going by car all of the above locations have free parking, unless stated otherwise.

� Buy some fruit! The fresh seasonal produce sold from boxes at the Ropeway station is plucked
straight from a nearby farm, so it’s guaranteed to be super fresh as well as super tasty.

� Check the weather before you go – sunny skies in the city don’t always mean the same above
Fuji. To make sure you’ll have a clear view, check out snowforecast.com for a reliable and up to
date forecast of the weather atop the mountain, or have a quick peek at how she’s looking right
now via the prefectural government’s handy webcam.
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Access/Bus Information

JR Shizuoka north exit, bus stand 11, buses 41 and 42. Frequent departures (roughly every 20
minutes) on both weekdays and weekends. The fare to all destinations on Nihondaira plateau is
¥580 each way.

Don’t forget your camera!
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